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It becomes possible to prevent deterioration of
an electric storage device due to overdischarge of the
electric storage device and engine stalling due to insufficient assist or disabled assist when a charge amount
of the electric storage device falls, ensure that work is
continuously conducted, suppress an operator from feeling discomfort in operation, and ensure favorable operability. A pump target output power computing section
(21) computes present pump demanded power on the
basis of work related information, limits the present pump
demanded power in response to a degree of reduction
of a state of charge of an electric storage device (12a)
when the state of charge is lower than a preset threshold,
and computes the limited present pump demanded power as present pump target output power. A pump flow
rate limiting command value computing section (22) computes a pump flow rate limiting command value on the
basis of the present pump target output power in such a
manner that output power of a hydraulic pump (9) does
not exceed the pump target output power.
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Description
Technical Field
[0001] The present invention relates to a hybrid construction machine such as a hydraulic excavator
equipped with an electric storage device and a generator
motor.
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[0002] There is known, as a type of a construction machine such as a hydraulic excavator, a hybrid construction machine configured such that an engine is miniaturized to reduce fuel consumption, a generator motor (an
assist motor) is connected to the engine to make up a
transitional or steady shortfall in output power, and an
electric storage device is charged using the output power
of the engine, while powering assist is given to drive a
hydraulic pump using electric power of the electric storage device. Patent Document 1 describes one example
of the hybrid construction machine.
[0003] Patent Document 1 proposes exercising control
such that a powering assist amount is limited and pump
absorption horsepower is limited to prevent the electric
storage device from turning into an overdischarge state
when an operating state is in a work mode and a remaining charge amount of the electric storage device falls. In
other words, a total value of powering output power of a
generator motor determined from preset discharge electric energy for a degree of reduction of a charge amount
of the electric storage device and output power of an
engine is set as an upper limiting value of the pump absorption horsepower, and output power control is exercised such that maximum output power (or torque) from
a hydraulic pump is limited to prevent the maximum output power (or torque) from exceeding the value.
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Patent Document
[0004] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent No.
3941951
45

Summary of the Invention
Problem to be Solved by the Invention
[0005] Generally, no problem occurs to the hybrid construction machine when the remaining charge amount of
the electric storage device is sufficient. However, a problem such as deterioration of the electric storage device
due to excessive reduction of the remaining charge
amount (overdischarge) and engine stalling due to insufficient assist or disabled assist occurs to the hybrid construction machine.
[0006] According to Patent Document 1, when the re-
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maining charge amount of the electric storage device
falls, output power control is exercised such that the powering assist amount is limited and the maximum output
power torque of the hydraulic pump is limited as described above. Therefore, it is possible to prevent the
deterioration of the electric storage device due to the
overdischarge of the electric storage device and the engine stalling due to the disabled assist, and to continue
vehicle body operation. However, Patent Document 1
has the following problem. Simply limiting the maximum
output power of the hydraulic pump irrespective of a content of work makes it impossible to prevent the overdischarge of the electric storage device while maintaining
operability in a series of continuous cycle work.
[0007] For example, when the hydraulic excavator
loads gravel and soil into a dump truck, an operating cycle
of excavation, swing/boom raising, discharge of gravel
and sand, return to swing, excavation, ... is repeated.
When attention is paid to the excavation and the
swing/boom raising, these operations are heavy load operations that require assist from the generator motor with
electric power supplied from the electric storage device.
Furthermore, the swing/boom raising is normally higher
than the excavation in demanded pump output power.
[0008] In Patent Document 1, when the remaining
charge amount falls, the upper limiting value of the pump
output power is limited irrespectively of the content of
work. Owing to this, when output power after limitation
is compared with that before limitation, a limiting (reduction) amount of the output power for the swing/boom raising is larger than that for the excavation. In other words,
a ratio of a speed reduction during limitation to that during
non-limitation for the swing/boom raising is higher than
that for the excavation. This difference in speed reduction
ratio possibly causes an operator engaged in a series of
work to feel discomfort in operation and thereby feel an
unnecessary stress.
[0009] Moreover, types of work with the hydraulic excavator cannot be completely classified into the excavation, the swing/boom raising, and the like. Furthermore,
necessary output power is variable even for each of the
excavation and the swing/boom raising, so that simply
limiting the upper limit of the output power of the hydraulic
pump makes it difficult to prevent the overdischarge of
the electric storage device while maintaining the operability.
[0010] An object of the present invention is to provide
a hybrid construction machine that can prevent deterioration of an electric storage device due to overdischarge
of the electric storage device and engine stalling due to
insufficient assist or disabled assist to ensure continuous
work when a charge amount of the electric storage device
falls, while suppressing an operator from feeling discomfort in operation and ensuring favorable operability.
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To solve the problem, the present invention pro-
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vides a hybrid construction machine, comprising: an engine; at least one generator motor; an electric storage
device that is charged when the generator motor is
caused to perform a power generation operation and that
is discharged when the generator motor is caused to perform a powering operation; an electric storage control
system that computes a state of charge of the electric
storage device and monitors the electric storage device;
a variable displacement hydraulic pump driven by torques of the engine and the generator motor; a plurality
of hydraulic actuators driven by a hydraulic fluid delivered
from the hydraulic pump; a plurality of operation devices
that output operation signals in response to operation
amounts for the plurality of hydraulic actuators and instruct the hydraulic actuators to operate; a controller that
controls charge electric power and discharge electric
power of the generator motor and a delivery flow rate and
output power of the hydraulic pump; and a regulator that
controls a displacement of the hydraulic pump to control
the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump, wherein the
controller includes a pump target output power computing section that computes present pump target output
power of the hydraulic pump, and a pump flow rate limiting command value computing section that computes
a pump flow rate limiting command value for controlling
the delivery flow rate and the output power of the hydraulic pump, wherein the pump target output power computing section is configured to compute present pump demanded power of the hydraulic pump on the basis of work
related information, limit the present pump demanded
power in response to a degree of reduction of a state of
charge of the electric storage device acquired from the
electric storage control system when the state of charge
of the electric storage device is lower than a preset
threshold, and compute the limited present pump demanded power as the present pump target output power,
and the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section is configured to compute the pump flow rate
limiting command value on the basis of the present pump
target output power in such a manner that the output
power of the hydraulic pump does not exceed the pump
target output power, and wherein the regulator controls
the displacement of the hydraulic pump and controls the
delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump on the basis of
the pump flow rate limiting command value.
[0012] In this way, when the state of charge of the electric storage device is lower than the threshold, then the
present pump demanded power is limited in response to
the degree of reduction of the state of charge of the electric storage device to compute the pump target output
power, and the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump
is controlled. It is therefore possible to prevent deterioration of the electric storage device due to overdischarge
of the electric storage device and engine stalling due to
insufficient assist or disabled assist thereby to continuously conduct work when the charge amount of the electric storage device falls.
[0013] Furthermore, the present pump demanded
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power is computed on the basis of work related information, the pump flow rate limiting command value is computed on the basis of the pump target output power that
is the pump demanded power limited in response to the
degree of reduction of the state of charge of the electric
storage device in such a manner that the output power
of the hydraulic pump does not exceed the pump target
output power, and the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic
pump is controlled. It is therefore possible to limit the
output power of the hydraulic pump in response to the
work related information and to reduce a speed while
balance is kept as a whole in a series of continuous cycle
work and minimize discomfort in operation when the
speed falls, thereby to suppress an operator from feeling
discomfort in operation and ensure favorable operability.
Effect of the Invention
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[0014] According to the present invention, it is possible
to prevent deterioration of an electric storage device due
to overdischarge of the electric storage device and engine stalling due to insufficient assist or disabled assist
when a charge amount of the electric storage device falls,
ensure that work is continuously conducted, suppress an
operator from feeling discomfort in operation, and ensure
favorable operability.
Brief Description of the Drawings
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[0015]
Fig. 1 shows an external view of a hybrid hydraulic
excavator as one example of a construction machine
according to a first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 2 shows a configuration of a hybrid system in
the hybrid hydraulic excavator.
Fig. 3 shows an outline of a hydraulic system in the
hybrid hydraulic excavator.
Fig. 4 is an operation explanatory diagram for pump
horsepower limiting by a pump horsepower control
valve 52.
Fig. 5 is an operation explanatory diagram for pump
flow rate control by a pump flow control valve.
Fig. 6 shows a control configuration of a pump control
system according to the first embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 7 shows contents of control by a vehicle body
output power limiting value computing section according to the first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 8 shows an example of characteristics of an assist ratio relative to a charge rate in an assist ratio
computing section.
Fig. 9 shows contents of control by a pump target
output power computing section according to the first
embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 10 shows limiting on pump target output power
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by a pump output power limiting ratio S4 based on
a vehicle body output power allowable value while a
horizontal axis represents before-limiting first pump
target output power S3 and a vertical axis represents
after-limiting second pump target output power S5.
Fig. 11 shows contents of control by a pump flow
rate limiting command value computing section according to the first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 12 shows contents of control by a pump horsepower limiting command value computing section
according to the first embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 13 is an explanatory diagram of effects produced
by combined use of the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section and the pump horsepower limiting command value computing section.
Fig. 14 shows contents of control by the pump target
output power computing section according to a second embodiment of the present invention.
Fig. 15 shows limiting on pump target output power
by the pump output power limiting ratio S4 based on
the vehicle body output power allowable value while
the horizontal axis represents the before-limiting
pump target output power S3 and the vertical axis
represents after-limiting pump target output power
S5.
Fig. 16 shows details of a regulator.
Fig. 17 shows details of a pump demanded power
computing section shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 18 shows details of a demanded flow rate computing section shown in Fig. 11.
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[0020] The upper swing structure 200 is provided with
a cabin 4 that forms an operation room 4a in which a
plurality of operation devices 15 (Fig. 3) performing various operations on the hydraulic excavator, a cab seat
on which an operator is seated, and the like are disposed,
prime movers such as an engine 6 and a generator motor
8b shown in Fig. 2, an electric storage device 12a, a
hydraulic pump 9, a swing hydraulic motor 3g, a swing
electric motor lib, and the like. The upper swing structure
200 is driven to swing in a right direction or a left direction
with respect to the lower travel structure 100 by the swing
hydraulic motor 3g and the swing electric motor 11b. Various meters and gauges that enable the operator to confirm a status of the hydraulic excavator (construction machine) and a display device 5 (Fig. 3) that displays machine information are provided in the operation room 4a
within the cabin 4.
[0021] The front work implement 300 is configured with
a boom 3a, an arm 3b, and a bucket 3c. The boom 3a is
vertically moved by a boom cylinder 3d, the arm 3b is
operated to a dumping side (open side) or a crowding
side (shoveling side) by an arm cylinder 3e, and the bucket 3c is operated to the dumping side or the crowding
side by a bucket cylinder 3f. The bucket 3c configures
excavating means.
∼Explanation of hybrid system∼
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Modes For Carrying Out The Invention
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[0016] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described hereinafter with reference to the drawings.
<First Embodiment>
40

-Explanation of overall excavator[0017] Fig. 1 shows an external view of a hybrid hydraulic excavator as one example of a construction machine according to the present embodiment.
[0018] In Fig. 1, the hybrid hydraulic excavator (construction machine) is generally configured with a crawler
type lower travel structure 100, an upper swing structure
200 swingably provided on the lower travel structure 100,
and a front work implement 300 equipped with excavation
means and the like.
[0019] A pair of left and right travel hydraulic motors
3ha and 3hb are disposed in the lower travel structure
100. Crawler belts 1a and 1b are driven to rotate independently of each other by the travel hydraulic motors
3ha and 3hb, speed reduction mechanisms of the travel
hydraulic motors 3ha and 3hb, and the like, and travel
forward or rearward.
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[0022] Fig. 2 shows a configuration of a hybrid system
in the hybrid hydraulic excavator.
[0023] In Fig. 2, the hybrid system has the engine 6,
an engine control unit (ECU) 7 that controls the engine
6, the generator motor 8b and the hydraulic pump 9 coupled to the engine 6, a control valve 10, the swing electric
motor 11b, the electric storage device 12a, a first inverter
8a, a second inverter 11a, a battery control unit (BCU)
12b, and a machine controller (hereinafter may be simply
referred to as controller) 13.
[0024] The control valve 10 opens or closes a hydraulic
path corresponding to each of the boom cylinder 3d, the
arm cylinder 3e, the bucket cylinder 3f, the swing hydraulic motor 3g, and the travel hydraulic motors 3ha and 3hb
in response to an operation on an operation lever 15a of
each of the plurality of operation devices 15 installed in
the operation room 4a. The electric storage device 12a
is assumed as a lithium-ion battery at a voltage of 350
V, a discharge capacity of about 5 Ah, and a charge rate
proper use range of 30% to 70%, and is controlled by the
battery control unit (BCU) 12b.
[0025] The battery control unit (BCU) 12b computes a
state of charge (SOC) of the electric storage device 12a
and manages a state of the electric storage device 12a
by transmission and reception of signals to and from the
electric storage device 12a. In addition, the battery control unit 12b outputs information about the state of charge
to the controller 13 on the basis of a control signal from
the controller 13. This state of charge will be referred
hereinafter as charge rate.
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[0026] Furthermore, the lithium-ion battery 12a is connected to the first inverter 8a and the second inverter 11a
by a direct-current bus.
[0027] The first inverter 8a exercises control over input/output waveforms of the generator motor 8b that is
a three-phase alternating current motor by conversion
between a direct current and an alternating current, and
the generator motor 8b performs a powering operation
for assisting the engine 6 and a power generation operation by power of the engine 6.
[0028] Likewise, the second inverter 11a exercises
control over input/output waveforms of the swing electric
motor 11b that is a three-phase alternating current motor,
and the swing electric motor 11b performs a powering
operation for causing the upper swing structure 200 to
swing and a regenerative operation for electrically recovering hydraulic energy during swing braking.
[0029] The generator motor 8b and the swing electric
motor 11b can perform the powering operation not only
by the electric power of the lithium-ion battery 12a but
also by directly using other generated power or regenerative power without via the lithium-ion battery 12a.
[0030] The controller 13 receives operation signal information, a pump pressure, power mode information,
and other vehicle body information from sensors and
switches installed in the vehicle body as inputs, exercises
control over a vehicle body system while holding communication with the ECU 7, the BCU 12b, the first inverter
8a, and the second inverter 11a. Controlling the vehicle
body system includes controlling charge electric power
and discharge electric power of the generator motor 8b
and a delivery flow rate and an output torque of the hydraulic pump 9.
[0031] Furthermore, it is assumed herein that the engine 6 is a small-sized engine with an eye on reduction
of fuel consumption and that maximum output power of
the engine 6 is lower than maximum pump absorption
power.
[0032] When such a small-sized engine is used, a rate
at which the powering of the generator motor 8b at a time
of vehicle body operation contributes to engine assist is
high, compared with an engine having sufficiently higher
output power than the maximum pump absorption power,
so that the lithium-ion battery 12a repeats charge and
discharge more frequently.
[0033] Particularly when heavy load work such as gravel loading is continuously conducted, then a battery discharge amount by the powering of the generator motor
8b is larger than a charge amount by power generation,
and the charge rate of the lithium-ion battery 12a is reduced. Generally, overdischarge greatly deteriorates an
output power performance of a battery.
[0034] A proper use range (30% to 70%) of the charge
rate of the assumed lithium-ion battery 12a is defined by
a manufacturer; when the lithium-ion battery 12a is used
beyond this range, a deterioration speed greatly increases.
[0035] Therefore, in the light of a service life of the lith-
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ium-ion battery 12a, it is necessary to reduce the discharge amount of the lithium-ion battery 12a by reducing
a vehicle body speed, that is, reducing operation output
power when it is expected that the charge rate of the
lithium-ion battery 12a deviates from the proper use
range.
-Explanation of hydraulic system-
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[0036] Fig. 3 shows an outline of a hydraulic system in
the hybrid hydraulic excavator.
[0037] As shown in Fig. 3, in the operation room 4a of
the hydraulic excavator, there are provided the controller
13 that exercises control over operations of the entire
machine, the display device 5 that displays various information about the hydraulic excavator on the basis of a
signal from the controller 13, an engine control dial (EC
dial) 14 that instructs an engine speed of the engine 6
that is the prime mover to the machine controller 13, and
the plurality of operation devices 15 (only one of which
is shown in Fig. 3 for the sake of convenience) that output
operation signals in response to operation amounts for
a plurality of hydraulic actuators 3 (only one of which is
shown in Fig. 3 for the sake of convenience) such as the
boom cylinder 3d, the arm cylinder 3e, and the bucket
cylinder 3f shown in Fig. 2 and that instruct the respective
hydraulic actuators 3 to operate. Furthermore, the hydraulic excavator includes the engine 6 (for example, a
diesel engine that is an internal combustion engine) that
is the prime mover, the variable displacement hydraulic
pump 9 driven by the engine 6, a fixed displacement pilot
pump 16, the control valve 10 that controls a hydraulic
fluid supplied to the plurality of hydraulic actuators 3 (only
one of which is shown in Fig. 3 for the sake of convenience), an operating pressure control valve 17 that controls a pilot pressure (operation signal), that is, an operating pressure transmitted from each operation device
15 to the control valve 10, and a regulator 18 that controls
a tilting angle (displacement, that is, capacity) of the hydraulic pump 9 and that controls the delivery flow rate of
the hydraulic pump 9 (hereinafter, referred to as pump
flow rate as appropriate).
[0038] The operation levers 15a are provided on the
respective plurality of operation devices 15. The operating pressure is generated by operator’s operating each
operation lever 15a, and transmitted to the control valve
10 via the operating pressure control valve 17, thereby
driving the corresponding actuator. The operating pressure control valve 17 has a plurality of hydraulic lines that
output the operating pressures transmitted from the operation devices 15 as they are, and a plurality of shuttle
valves that are connected to the plurality of hydraulic
lines, that select the highest operating pressure among
the operating pressures transmitted from the operation
devices 15, and that generate a pump flow rate control
pressure.
[0039] The EC dial 14 is a rotary dial-type instruction
device that instructs a target engine speed of the engine
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6 to the controller 13 by operator’s rotation operation on
the EC dial 14, and can instructs a minimum value, a
maximum value, and a value between the minimum and
maximum values in an instructable range of the engine
speed of the engine 6 in a stepless fashion.
[0040] The engine control unit (ECU) 7 transmits and
receives signals to and from the controller 13, controls
the engine 6 to be driven on the basis of a control signal
(the engine speed instructed by the EC dial 14 and the
like) from the controller 13, and outputs information such
as an engine speed (actual engine speed) and a fuel
injection amount obtained from the engine 6 to the controller 13.
-Regulator 18∼
[0041] The regulator 18 has a pump actuator 51 that
drives a displacement change member (for example,
swash plate) of the hydraulic pump 9, and a pump horsepower control valve 52 and a pump flow control valve 53
that control a driving pressure introduced to this pump
actuator 51 and that control a displacement (for example,
a tilting angle of the swash plate, hereinafter referred to
as tilting angle as appropriate) of the hydraulic pump.
[0042] A delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 9
(hereinafter, referred to as pump pressure as appropriate) is introduced to the pump horsepower control valve
52, and the pump horsepower control valve 52 limits a
pump flow rate by a pump pressure in such a manner
that absorption horsepower of the hydraulic pump 9 does
not exceed reference maximum horsepower set by a
spring 54.
[0043] The regulator 18 also has a pump horsepower
limiting solenoid valve 18a. The pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a outputs a pressure signal (horsepower control pressure) obtained by reducing a pilot primary pressure on the basis of a pump horsepower limiting
command value that is a solenoid valve current command
value (mA) from the controller 13 to the pump horsepower
control valve 52.
[0044] The pump horsepower control valve 52 further
limits a maximum value of the absorption horsepower
(maximum horsepower) of the hydraulic pump 9 in accordance with the horsepower control pressure. When
the horsepower control pressure is a minimum (0 MPa),
the hydraulic pump 9 can be driven at the reference maximum horsepower set by the spring 54. When the horsepower control pressure is a maximum (4 MPa), the maximum horsepower of the hydraulic pump 9 is limited to a
minimum.
[0045] On the other hand, the pump flow rate control
pressure generated by the operating pressure control
valve 17 on the basis of the operating pressures transmitted from the plurality of operation devices 15 to the
control valve 10 is introduced to the pump flow control
valve 53 of the regulator 18. The pump flow control valve
53 controls the tilting angle (displacement) of the hydraulic pump 9 on the basis of the pump flow rate control
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pressure, and controls the pump flow rate.
[0046] Furthermore, the regulator 18 has a pump flow
rate limiting solenoid valve 18b. The pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b reduces the pump flow rate control pressure generated by the operating pressure control
valve 17 on the basis of a pump flow rate limiting command value that is a solenoid valve current command
value (mA) from the controller 13, and outputs the resultant pump flow rate control pressure (as a pump flow rate
limiting pressure) to the pump flow control valve 53 of
the regulator 18.
[0047] When the pump flow rate limiting pressure is a
minimum (0 MPa), a minimum flow rate is instructed to
the hydraulic pump 9. When the pump flow rate limiting
pressure is a maximum (4 MPa), a maximum flow rate
is instructed to the hydraulic pump 9.
[0048] The pump horsepower control valve 52 and the
pump flow control valve 53 control the driving pressure
of the pump actuator 51 and hydraulically controls the
tilting angle (displacement) of the hydraulic pump 9 in
such a manner that a lower flow rate out of a limited flow
rate by the pump pressure and the pump horsepower
limiting pressure and a limited flow rate by the pump flow
rate limiting pressure becomes a pump flow rate becomes a pump flow rate.
[0049] Fig. 16 shows details of the regulator 18.
[0050] In Fig. 16, the regulator 18 has a regulator body
50. The regulator body 50 has the pump actuator 51 that
drives the displacement change member of the hydraulic
pump 9, and the pump horsepower control valve 52 and
the pump flow control valve 53 that control the driving
pressure introduced to this pump actuator 51 and that
control the tilting angle of the hydraulic pump, as described above.
[0051] The pump actuator 51 is a servo piston provided
with a stepped actuating piston 51a having a large-diameter pressure receiving section 51b and a small-diameter
pressure receiving section 51c. The control pressure adjusted by the pump horsepower control valve 52 and the
pump flow control valve 53 is introduced to the largediameter pressure receiving section 51b, and a constant
pilot pressure from the pilot pump 16 is introduced to the
small-diameter pressure receiving section 51c. When the
same constant pilot pressure from the pilot pump 16 is
introduced to both of the pressure receiving sections 51b
and 51c, then the actuating piston 51a moves in the left
direction in Fig. 16 to reduce the tilting angle of the swash
plate of the hydraulic pump 9 and to reduce the pump
delivery flow rate. When the pressure introduced to the
large-diameter pressure receiving section 51b falls, the
actuating piston 51a moves in the right direction in Fig.
16 to increase the tilting angle of the swash plate of the
hydraulic pump 9 and to increase the pump delivery flow
rate.
[0052] The pump horsepower control valve 52 has a
pressure receiving section 52a to which the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 9 is introduced, and a pressure
receiving section 52b to which the horsepower control
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pressure output from the pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a is introduced, and the spring 54 that
sets the reference maximum horsepower described
above is located on an opposite side to the pressure receiving sections 52a and 52b. The pump flow control
valve 53 has a pressure receiving section 53a to which
the pump flow rate limiting pressure output from the pump
flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b is introduced.
[0053] When the pump flow rate limiting pressure output from the pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b
falls, then a spool of the pump flow control valve 53 moves
in the left direction in Fig. 16, the constant pilot pressure
from the pilot pump 16 is introduced to the large-diameter
pressure receiving section 51b through the pump flow
control valve 53 and the pump horsepower control valve
52, the tilting angle of the hydraulic pump 9 is reduced,
and the pump delivery flow rate decreases.
[0054] When the pump actuator 51 moves in the left
direction in Fig. 16, a sleeve of the pump flow control
valve 53 also moves in the left direction in Fig. 16 to be
interlocked with movement of the pump actuator 51, and
the large-diameter pressure receiving section 51b reaches a position at which the pilot pressure from the pilot
pump 16 is interrupted (state of Fig. 16), then flow of the
hydraulic working fluid into the large-diameter pressure
receiving section 51b is stopped. Owing to this, the pump
actuator 51 stops moving and a reduction of the pump
delivery flow rate is stopped.
[0055] When the pump flow rate control pressure output from the pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b
rises, then the spool of the pump flow control valve 53
moves in the right direction in Fig. 16, the large-diameter
pressure receiving section 51b is introduced to a drain
(tank) through the pump horsepower control valve 52 and
the pump flow control valve 53, the tilting angle of the
hydraulic pump 9 is increased, and the pump delivery
flow rate increases.
[0056] When the pump actuator 51 moves in the right
direction in Fig. 16, the sleeve of the pump flow control
valve 53 also moves in the right direction in Fig. 16 to be
interlocked with movement of the pump actuator 51, and
the large-diameter pressure receiving section 51b reaches a position at which a hydraulic line from the largediameter pressure receiving section 51b to the drain
(tank) is interrupted (state of Fig. 16), then flow of the
hydraulic working fluid into the large-diameter pressure
receiving section 51 is stopped. Owing to this, the pump
actuator 51 stops moving and an increase of the pump
delivery flow rate is stopped.
[0057] In this way, the pump flow control valve 53 exercises control over the pump delivery flow rate such that
the pump delivery flow rate becomes the pump flow rate
in response to the pump flow rate control pressure.
[0058] When a hydraulic force by the delivery pressure
of the hydraulic pump 9 introduced to the pressure receiving section 52a is lower than a value of a difference
between an urging force of the spring 54 and a hydraulic
force by the horsepower control pressure of the pump
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horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a introduced to the
pressure receiving section 52b, then a spool of the pump
horsepower control valve 52 moves in the right direction
in Fig. 16 to communicate the large-diameter pressure
receiving section 51b with the pump flow control valve
53, and the pump flow rate becomes the pump delivery
flow rate determined by the pump flow control valve 53.
[0059] When the hydraulic force by the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 9 introduced to the pressure
receiving section 52a is higher than the value of the difference between the urging force of the spring 54 and
the hydraulic force by the horsepower control pressure
from the pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a
introduced to the pressure receiving section 52b, the
spool of the pump horsepower control valve 52 moves
in the left direction in Fig. 16. When a relative position of
the spool of the pump horsepower control valve 52 to the
sleeve of the pump flow control valve 52 moves in the
left direction in Fig. 16 from the position in the balanced
state (state of Fig. 16), then the constant pilot pressure
from the pilot pump 15 is introduced to the large-diameter
pressure receiving section 51b through the pump horsepower control valve 52, the tilting angle of the hydraulic
pump 9 is reduced, and the pump delivery flow rate decreases.
[0060] When the pump actuator 51 moves in the left
direction in Fig. 16, the sleeve of the pump horsepower
control valve 52 also moves in the left direction in Fig. 16
to be interlocked with movement of the pump actuator
51, and the large-diameter pressure receiving section
51b reaches the position at which the pilot pressure from
the pilot pump 16 is interrupted (state of Fig. 16), then
flow of the hydraulic working fluid into the large-diameter
pressure receiving section 51b is stopped. Owing to this,
the pump actuator 51 stops moving and the reduction of
the pump delivery flow rate is stopped.
[0061] In this way, the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic
pump 9 is reduced in response to the increase of the
delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump 9, and the absorption horsepower of the hydraulic pump 9 is controlled
in such a manner as not to exceed the maximum horsepower determined by the value of the difference between
the urging force of the spring 54 and the hydraulic force
by the horsepower control pressure from the pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a introduced to the pressure receiving section 52b. In addition, the maximum
horsepower is variable by the horsepower control pressure from the pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve
18a. When the horsepower control pressure from the
pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a is low, the
maximum horsepower is increased. When the horsepower control pressure is equal to a tank pressure, the maximum horsepower is set equal to the reference maximum
horsepower set by the spring 54. Furthermore, as the
horsepower control pressure from the pump horsepower
limiting solenoid valve 18a is higher, the maximum horsepower becomes lower.
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∼Explanation of operation for pump horsepower limiting[0062] Fig. 4 is an operation explanatory diagram for
pump horsepower limiting by the pump horsepower control valve 52.
[0063] In Fig. 4, L1 is a line that represents characteristics of the pump flow rate relative to the pump pressure
(pump average pressure if horsepower of the two pumps
is full) when the horsepower control pressure generated
by the pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a is 0
MPa and the hydraulic pump 9 can output the reference
maximum horsepower set by the spring 54.
[0064] L2 is a line that represents characteristics of the
pump flow rate relative to the pump pressure (pump average pressure if horsepower of the two pumps is full)
when the horsepower control pressure is 4 MPa and the
maximum horsepower of the hydraulic pump 9 is limited
to the minimum.
[0065] L3 is a line that represents characteristics of the
pump flow rate relative to the pump pressure (pump average pressure if horsepower of the two pumps is full)
when the horsepower control pressure is an arbitrary PT
MPa.
[0066] The pump horsepower control valve 52 imposes pump horsepower limiting such that flow rate characteristics of the hydraulic pump 9 make a parallel translation to correct the pump pressure in accordance with the
horsepower control pressure. A moving amount at this
time is assumed to be expressed as pump flow rate characteristic correction value.
[0067] A relationship among the pump horsepower
control pressure, the pump flow rate characteristic correction value, and the pump horsepower limiting command value is defined by characteristics (specifications)
of the hydraulic pump 9, the regulator 18, and the pump
horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a. Owing to this,
these values can be converted into one another.
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this time is assumed to be expressed as pump flow rate
target value. A relationship among the pump flow rate
limiting pressure, the pump flow rate target value, and
the pump flow rate limiting command value is defined by
characteristics (specifications) of the hydraulic pump 9,
the regulator 18, and the pump flow rate limiting solenoid
valve 18b. Owing to this, these values can be converted
into one another.
-Explanation of sensors[0073] Furthermore, in a hydraulic circuit of the hydraulic system, there are provided a plurality of operating
pressure sensors 15b (only one of which is shown in Fig.
3 for the sake of convenience) that detect the operating
pressures (pilot pressures) from the plurality of operation
devices 15, a pump pressure sensor 9a that detects the
delivery pressure (pump pressure) of the hydraulic pump
9, and a plurality of actuator pressure sensors 10a (only
one of which is shown in Fig. 3 for the sake of convenience) that detect pressures (actuator pressures) of the
plurality of actuators. The sensors output detection signals to the machine controller 13.
-Explanation of monitor[0074] The display device 5 includes a display section
5a that displays various information about the hydraulic
excavator and a display operation section 5b to which
various operations are input, and a display controller that
is not shown controls display and operation of the various
information. It is noted that the display device 5 may be
configured such that the display section 5a is a touch
panel liquid crystal monitor and also serves as the display
operation section 5b.
-Configuration of control-

∼Explanation of operation for pump flow rate control∼
40

[0068] Fig. 5 is an operation explanatory diagram of
pump flow rate control by the pump flow control valve 53.
[0069] In Fig. 5, L4 is a line that represents characteristics of the pump flow rate relative to a pump pressure
when the flow rate limiting pressure generated by the
pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b is 4 MPa and
the hydraulic pump 9 can deliver the maximum flow rate.
[0070] L5 is a line that represent characteristics of the
pump flow rate relative to the pump pressure when the
flow rate limiting pressure is 0 MPa and the delivery flow
rate of the hydraulic pump 9 is limited to the minimum.
[0071] L6 is a line that represents characteristics of the
pump flow rate relative to the pump pressure when the
flow rate limiting pressure is an arbitrary PQ MPa.
[0072] The pump flow control valve 53 imposes pump
horsepower limiting such that an upper limit flow rate of
the hydraulic pump 9 changes in accordance with the
flow rate limiting pressure. The upper limit flow rate at
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[0075] Fig. 6 shows a control configuration of the pump
control system according to the first embodiment of the
present invention. The controller 13 includes the pump
control system 19 as part of functions. Furthermore, the
pump control system 19 includes a vehicle body output
power limiting value computing section 20 that also
serves as an electric-storage-device-12a state value
monitoring section, a pump target output power computing section 21, a pump flow rate limiting command value
computing section 22, and a pump horsepower limiting
command value computing section 23.
[0076] The vehicle body output power limiting value
computing section 20 receives a target engine speed determined by the EC dial 14 or the like and the charge rate
of the electric storage device 12a that is the signal from
the BCU 12b, and computes a vehicle body output power
limiting value by the engine 6 and the generator motor 8b.
[0077] The pump target output power computing section 21 receives the plurality of operating pressures that
are the signals from the plurality of operating pressure
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sensors 15b and the target engine speed, inputs therein
the vehicle body output power limiting value computed
by the vehicle body output power limiting value computing section 20, and computes present pump target output
power.
[0078] The pump flow rate limiting command value
computing section 22 receives the plurality of operating
pressures, the delivery pressure (pump pressure) of the
hydraulic pump 9 that is the signal from the pump pressure sensor 9a, and the target engine speed, inputs
therein the pump target output power computed by the
pump target output power computing section 21, and
computes the pump flow rate target value and the pump
flow rate limiting command value.
[0079] The pump horsepower limiting command value
computing section 23 receives the target engine speed,
inputs therein the target engine speed, the pump target
output power computed by the pump target output power
computing section 21, and the pump flow rate target value
computed by the pump flow rate limiting command value
computing section 22, and computes the pump horsepower limiting command value.
[0080] Furthermore, the vehicle body output power limiting value computing section 20 computes, as the vehicle
body output power limiting value, pump maximum output
power in a present state of charge of the electric storage
device 12a. Moreover, the vehicle body output power limiting value computing section 20 computes the vehicle
body output power limiting value allowable by a vehicle
body on the basis of maximum output power of the engine
6 at a present engine speed and maximum output power
of the generator motor 8b in the present state of charge
of the electric storage device 12a.
[0081] The pump target output power computing section 21 computes present pump demanded power of the
hydraulic pump 9 on the basis of work related information.
In addition, the pump target output power computing section 21 limits the present pump demanded power in response to a degree of reduction of the state of charge of
the electric storage device 12a when the state of charge
of the electric storage device 12a acquired from the battery control unit (BCU) (electric storage control system)
12b is lower than a preset threshold (40%), and computes
this limited present pump demanded power as the
present pump target power. Moreover, the pump target
output power computing section 21 computes a pump
output power limiting value that is pump output power
corresponding to the present state of charge of the electric storage device 12a on the basis of the vehicle body
output power limiting value computed by the vehicle body
output power limiting value computing section 20. In addition, the pump target output power computing section
21 performs computation to limit the present pump demanded power in response to the degree of reduction of
the state of charge of the electric storage device 12a on
the basis of this pump output power limiting value.
[0082] The pump flow rate limiting command value
computing section 22 computes the pump flow rate lim-
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iting command value in such a manner that output power
of the hydraulic pump 9 does not exceed the pump target
output power on the basis of the present pump target
output power. In addition, the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section 22 computes the pump
flow rate target value on the basis of the plurality of operation signals and the pump target output power, and
computes the pump flow rate limiting command value by
converting this pump flow rate target value into a target
displacement of the hydraulic pump 9.
[0083] The pump horsepower limiting command value
computing section 23 computes the pump horsepower
limiting command value for exercising control over the
pump horsepower control valve 52 such that the delivery
flow rate of the hydraulic pump 9 limited by the pump
horsepower control valve 52 matches the pump flow rate
target value computed by the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section 22.
[0084] Details of the computing sections will be explained below.
-Vehicle body output power limiting value computing section 20-
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[0085] Fig. 7 shows contents of control by the vehicle
body output power limiting value computing section 20
according to the first embodiment of the present invention.
[0086] In Fig. 7, the vehicle body output power limiting
value computing section 20 has an engine maximum
torque computing section 20a, an assist powering torque
computing section 20b, an assist ratio computing section
20c, a multiplication section 20d, an addition section 20e,
a horsepower computing section 20f, and an output power limiting value computing section 20g.
[0087] The engine maximum torque computing section
20a is a control table in which characteristics L7 of an
engine maximum torque relative to the target engine
speed are set, and computes the engine maximum
torque corresponding to the target engine speed at the
time from the target engine speed. The characteristics
L7 of the engine maximum torque relative to the target
engine speed may be set in accordance with specifications of the engine 6 to be used.
[0088] The assist powering torque computing section
20b is a control table in which characteristics L8 of a
maximum powering torque of the generator motor 8b relative to the target engine speed are set, and calculates
a maximum powering torque of the generator motor 8b
corresponding to the target engine speed at the time from
the target engine speed. The characteristics L8 of the
maximum powering torque of the generator motor 8b relative to the target engine speed may be set in accordance
with specifications of the generator motor 8b to be used.
[0089] As basic computation of the vehicle body output
power limiting value, a sum of the engine maximum
torque and the maximum powering torque is multiplied
by the engine speed, and allowable output power (vehicle
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body output power allowable value) by the vehicle body
at the present engine speed is computed by the engine
maximum torque computing section 20a, the assist powering torque computing section 20b, the addition section
20e, the horsepower computing section 20f, and the output power limiting value computing section 20g.
[0090] The assist ratio computing section 20c is a control table in which characteristics L9 of an assist ratio
relative to the charge rate of the electric storage device
12a are set, and calculates an assist ratio corresponding
to the charge rate at the time from the charge rate. The
multiplication section 20d multiplies the maximum powering torque computed by the assist powering torque
computing section 20b by the assist ratio to calculate the
maximum powering torque used for computing the vehicle body output power limiting value.
[0091] The characteristics L9 of the assist ratio relative
to the charge rate are such that the assist ratio is 1 when
the charge rate is high and the assist ratio is 0 when the
charge rate is low. The maximum powering torque used
for computing the vehicle body output power limiting value is changed in response to the charge rate by multiplying the maximum powering torque computed by the
assist powering torque computing section 20b by the assist ratio. In other words, the assist powering torque computing section 20b computes the vehicle body output
power limiting value using the charge rate that is a state
value of the electric storage device 12a.
[0092] Fig. 8 shows an example of the characteristics
L9 of the assist ratio relative to the charge rate in the
assist ratio computing section 20c. The assist ratio is set
to 1 at the charge rate of 40%, whereby the vehicle body
output power limiting value corresponds to maximum
power of the vehicle body. The assist ratio is set to 0 at
the charge rate of 30%, whereby the vehicle body output
power limiting value corresponds to output power of only
the engine 6. The assist ratio linearly decreases from 1
to 0 between 40% and 30% of the charge rate.
∼Pump target output power computing section 21∼
[0093] Fig. 9 shows contents of control by the pump
target output power computing section 21 according to
the first embodiment of the present invention.
[0094] In Fig. 9, the pump target output power computing section 21 has a pump demanded power computing
section 21a, an engine speed gain computing section
21b, a pump output power limiting value computing section 21c, a pump minimum power setting section 21d, a
pump maximum power setting section 21e, a pump reference power computing section 21f, a multiplication section 21g, a subtraction section 21h, a subtraction section
21i, a division section 21j, a multiplication section 21k,
and a minimum value selection section 21m.
[0095] The pump demanded power computing section
21a is a control table in which characteristics L10 of a
plurality of pump demanded power in response to the
respective plurality of operating pressures (operation sig-
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nals) are set, and calculates present pump demanded
power S20 corresponding to the operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the operating pressure
(operation signal). The characteristics L10 of the plurality
of pump demanded power have optimum maximum demanded power (to be described later) in response to a
type of driving or work (for example, excavation or
swing/boom raising) of each actuator corresponding to
the operating pressure, and are set such that only the
pump power necessary to drive the actuator is output.
Therefore, it is possible to exercise pump control nonwastefully with good fuel economy. The characteristics
L10 of the pump demanded power are set while it is assumed that the engine speed is maximum engine speed.
[0096] The engine speed gain computing section 21b
is a control table in which characteristics L11 of a gain
having a maximum of 1 in response to the target engine
speed are set, and calculates an engine speed gain corresponding to the target engine speed at the time from
the target engine speed. The characteristics L10 are set
while it is assumed that the engine speed is the maximum
engine speed. Owing to this, when the engine speed is
low, the gain is set lower than 1 and the output power is
adjusted by the gain in such a manner that output power
is responsive to the engine speed.
[0097] The multiplication section 21g multiplies the
pump demanded power S2 computed by the pump demanded power computing section 21a by the engine
speed gain computed by the engine speed gain computing section 21b to calculate pump demanded power S3
as the pump target output power (hereinafter referred to
as pump target output power S3).
[0098] The pump output power limiting value computing section 21c is a control table in which characteristics
L12 for converting the vehicle body output power limiting
value computed by the vehicle body output power limiting
value computing section 20 into a value corresponding
to pump output power, and calculates a pump output
power limiting value S21 corresponding to the vehicle
body output power limiting value at the time from the vehicle body output power limiting value. The pump output
power limiting value S21 is the pump maximum output
power in the present state of charge of the electric storage
device 12a (maximum output power supplied to or allowed for the vehicle body by the electric storage device
12a). Furthermore, the vehicle body output power limiting
value is a value that includes demanded power of all driven sections including the hydraulic pump 9 and auxiliary
machines. Owing to this, to handle the vehicle body output power limiting value as the pump output power limiting
value S21, a load of the auxiliary machines is subtracted
from the vehicle body output power limiting value and a
resultant value is converted into the pump output power
limiting value in the light of power transmission efficiency
from the engine 6 to the hydraulic pump 9.
[0099] The pump minimum power setting section 21d
is a control table in which characteristics L13 of pump
minimum power in response to the target engine speed
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are set, and calculates pump minimum power S8 corresponding to the target engine speed at the time from the
target engine speed. The pump minimum power denotes
stationary output power of the hydraulic pump 9 that can
be driven solely by the engine 6 without the need of assist
from the generator motor 8b. As the characteristics L13,
a value into which the vehicle body output power limiting
value at the assist ratio of 0 (minimum) is converted using
the characteristics L12 may be basically set.
[0100] The pump maximum power setting section 21e
is a control table in which characteristics L14 of pump
maximum power in response to the target engine speed
are set, and calculates pump maximum power S22 corresponding to the target engine speed at the time from
the target engine speed. The pump maximum power is
a pump output power limiting maximum value corresponding to a normal state in which the state of charge
of the electric storage device 12a is equal to or higher
than the threshold (40%). In other words, the pump maximum power is pump maximum output power as that of
the vehicle body obtained by a sum of the maximum output power of the engine 6 and assist maximum output
power of the generator motor 8b. As the characteristics
L14, a value into which the vehicle body output power
limiting value at the assist ratio of 1 (maximum) is converted using the characteristics L12 may be basically set.
[0101] The subtraction section 21h subtracts the pump
minimum power S8 computed by the pump minimum
power setting section 21d from the pump output power
limiting value S21 computed by the pump output power
limiting value computing section 21c, and outputs a resultant difference as allowable assist power S1 for the
hydraulic pump 9.
[0102] The subtraction section 21i subtracts the pump
minimum power S8 computed by the pump minimum
power setting section 21d from the pump maximum power S22 computed by the pump maximum power setting
section 21e, and outputs a resultant difference as maximum assist power S2 for the hydraulic pump 9.
[0103] The division section 21j divides the allowable
assist power S1 by the maximum assist power S2 to compute a proportion S4 of the allowable assist power S1 in
the maximum assist power S2. This proportion S4 is used
as a limiting ratio for limiting the pump target output power
S3 that is the present pump demanded power in the multiplication section 21k. This limiting ratio S4 is a value
that denotes the degree of reduction of the state of charge
of the electric storage device 12a when the state of
charge of the electric storage device 12a is lower than
40% that is the preset threshold.
[0104] The multiplication section 21k calculates pump
target output power S5 by multiplying the pump target
output power S3 calculated by the multiplication section
21g by the limiting ratio S4.
[0105] In other words, when the charge amount of the
electric storage device 12a is sufficient (equal to or higher
than 40%), the assist ratio computed by the assist ratio
computing section 20c is 1. Therefore, the vehicle body
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output power limiting value becomes a maximum, and
the pump output power limiting value S21 computed by
the pump output power limiting value computing section
21c is equal to the pump maximum power S22 computed
by the pump maximum power setting section 21e. As a
result, the allowable assist power S1 is equal in value to
the maximum assist power S2 and the limiting ratio S4
becomes 1; thus, it is possible to output the pump demanded power S3 computed by the multiplication section
21g without limitation.
[0106] When the charge amount of the electric storage
device 12a deteriorates with respect to the threshold
(equal to or lower than 40%), for example, when the
charge amount is 35%, the assist ratio computed by the
assist ratio computing section 20c becomes 0.5. The vehicle body output power limiting value is thus a value to
which 50% of assist output power is added. At this time,
the allowable assist power S1 is 50% of the maximum
assist power S2 and the limiting ratio S4 becomes 0.5;
thus, the pump demanded power S3 computed by the
multiplication section 21g is limited to 50%.
[0107] The pump reference power computing section
21f is a control table in which characteristics L15 of reference power of the hydraulic pump 9 in response to the
target engine speed are set, and calculates pump reference power S24 corresponding to the target engine
speed at the time from the target engine speed. The pump
reference power computing section 21f sets an upper
limit of the output power of the hydraulic pump 9 irrespective of the demanded power by the operating pressure
in such a manner that the pump output power is not excessive with respect to the engine output power.
[0108] The minimum value selection section 21m selects lower power out of the pump target output power
S5 calculated by the multiplication section 21k and the
pump reference power S24 calculated by the pump reference power computing section 21f, and determines the
selected power as final pump target output power.
[0109] Fig. 17 specifically shows part of the pump demanded power computing section 21a shown in Fig. 9.
By way of example, computation of pump demanded
power related to boom raising, swing, arm crowding,
bucket crowding, swing/boom raising, and excavation is
shown. The pump demanded power computing section
21a has a boom raising demanded power computing section 21a1, a swing demanded power computing section
21a2, an arm crowding demanded power computing section 21a3, a bucket crowding demanded power computing section 21a4, a minimum value selection section
21a5, a swing/boom raising demanded power computing
section 21a6, a minimum value selection section 21a7,
an excavation demanded power computing section
21a8, and a maximum value selection section 21a9.
[0110] The boom raising demanded power computing
section 21a1 is a control table in which characteristics
L10a of pump demanded power in response to the operating pressure for boom raising are set, and calculates
pump demanded power S20a corresponding to the op-
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erating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the
operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L10a of the pump demanded power are set such that
the pump demanded power becomes maximum demanded power in a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or higher than a constant operating pressure. The maximum demanded power for the boom raising is, for example, 75 kW.
[0111] The swing demanded power computing section
21a2 is a control table in which characteristics LlOb of
pump demanded power in response to the operating
pressure for swing are set, and calculates pump demanded power S20b corresponding to the operating pressure
(operation signal) at the time from the operating pressure
(operation signal). The characteristics L10b of the pump
demanded power are set such that the pump demanded
power becomes the maximum demanded power in a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or higher
than a constant operating pressure. The maximum demanded power for the swing is, for example, 60 kW.
[0112] The arm crowding demanded power computing
section 21a3 is a control table in which characteristics
L10c of pump demanded power in response to the operating pressure for arm crowding are set, and calculates
pump demanded power S20c corresponding to the operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the
operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L10c of the pump demanded power are set such that
the pump demanded power becomes maximum demanded power in a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or higher than a constant operating pressure. The maximum demanded power for the arm crowding is, for example, 60 kW.
[0113] The bucket crowding demanded power computing section 21a4 is a control table in which characteristics
L10d of pump demanded power in response to the operating pressure for bucket crowding are set, and calculates pump demanded power S20d corresponding to the
operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the
operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L10d of the pump demanded power are set such that
the pump demanded power becomes maximum demanded power in a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or higher than a constant operating pressure. The maximum demanded power for the bucket
crowding is, for example, 40 kW.
[0114] The characteristics L10a, L10b, L10c, and LlOd
of the pump demanded power have optimum maximum
demanded power for driving the corresponding actuators, and are set such that only the pump demanded power necessary to drive the boom cylinder 3d in a boom
raising direction, drive the swing hydraulic motor 3g, drive
the arm cylinder 3e in an arm crowding direction, or drive
the bucket cylinder 3f in a bucket crowding direction is
output. Therefore, it is possible to exercise pump control
non-wastefully with good fuel economy. These characteristics L10a, L10b, L10c, and L10d of the pump demanded power are set while it is assumed that the engine
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speed is the maximum engine speed.
[0115] The minimum value selection section 21a5 selects a lower operating pressure out of the operating pressure for the boom raising and the operating pressure for
the swing, and outputs the selected operating pressure
as the operating pressure for swing/boom raising.
[0116] The swing/boom raising demanded power computing section 21a6 is a control table in which characteristics LlOe of pump demanded power in response to the
operating pressure for swing/boom raising are set, and
calculates pump demanded power S20e corresponding
to the operating pressure (operation signal) for the
swing/boom raising selected by the minimum value selection section 21a5 at the time from the operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics LlOe of the
pump demanded power are set such that the pump demanded power becomes maximum demanded power in
a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or
higher than a constant operating pressure. The maximum
demanded power for the swing/boom raising is, for example, 90 kW higher than maximum demanded power
for excavation described below. The characteristics L10e
of the pump demanded power have optimum maximum
demanded power for the swing/boom raising, and are set
such that only the pump power necessary for the
swing/boom raising is output. Therefore, it is possible to
exercise pump control non-wastefully with good fuel
economy. The characteristics L10e of the pump demanded power are set while it is assumed that the engine
speed is the maximum engine speed.
[0117] The minimum value selection section 21a7 selects a lower operating pressure out of the operating pressure for the arm crowding and the operating pressure for
the bucket crowding, and outputs the selected operating
pressure as the operating pressure for excavation.
[0118] The excavation demanded power computing
section 21a8 is a control table in which characteristics
L10f of pump demanded power in response to the operating pressure for excavation are set, and calculates
pump demanded power S20f corresponding to the operating pressure (operation signal) for the excavation selected by the minimum value selection section 21a7 at
the time from the operating pressure (operation signal).
The characteristics LlOf of the pump demanded power
are set such that the pump demanded power becomes
maximum demanded power in a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or higher than a constant
operating pressure. The maximum demanded power for
the excavation is, for example, 70 kW. The characteristics LlOf of the plurality of pump demanded power have
optimum maximum demanded power for the excavation,
and are set such that only the pump power necessary
for the excavation is output. Therefore, it is possible to
exercise pump control non-wastefully with good fuel
economy. The characteristics LlOf of the pump demanded power are set while it is assumed that the engine
speed is maximum engine speed.
[0119] The maximum value selection section 21a9 se-
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lects the maximum pump demanded power among the
pump demanded power S20a to S20f computed by the
boom raising demanded power computing section 21a1,
the swing demanded power computing section 21a2, the
arm crowding demanded power computing section 21a3,
the bucket crowding demanded power computing section
21a4, the swing/boom raising demanded power computing section 21a6, and the excavation demanded power
computing section 21a8, and outputs the selected power
as the pump demanded power S20.
[0120] It is noted that pump demanded power is calculated for operations including travelling, boom lowering, arm dumping, bucket dumping, and preparation (attachment) other than the boom lowering, the swing, the
arm crowding, the bucket crowding, the swing/boom raising, and the excavation shown herein. The maximum value selection section 21a9 selects a maximum value for
each operation. Furthermore, only the swing/boom raising and the excavation are explained as types of compound operations in the present embodiment; however,
operations for individually setting the pump demanded
power other than these operations may be set as needed.
[0121] Fig. 10 shows limiting on pump target output
power by the limiting ratio S4 of the pump output power
based on the vehicle body output power limiting value
while a horizontal axis represents the before-limiting
pump target output power S3 and a vertical axis represents the after-limiting pump target output power S5.
[0122] When the limiting ratio S4 is 1, the pump target
output power is not limited; thus, the before-limiting pump
target output power S3 is equal to the after-limiting pump
target output power S5. As the limiting ratio S4 is lower,
the after-limiting pump target output power S5 becomes
lower. When the limiting ratio S4 is 0, the pump target
output power S5 becomes 0.
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∼Pump flow rate limiting command value computing section 22∼
[0123] Fig. 11 shows contents of control by the pump
flow rate limiting command value computing section 22
according to the first embodiment of the present invention.
[0124] In Fig. 11, the pump flow rate limiting command
value computing section 22 has a demanded flow rate
computing section 22a, an engine speed gain computing
section 22b, a multiplication section 22c, a target flow
rate computing section 22d, a minimum value selection
section 22e, a target displacement computing section
22f, and a flow rate limiting value computing section 22g.
[0125] The demanded flow rate computing section 22a
is a control table in which characteristics L16 of a plurality
of pump demanded flow rates in response to the plurality
of operating pressures (operation signals) are set, and
calculates a present pump demanded flow rate corresponding to the operating pressure (operation signal) at
the time from the operating pressure (operation signal).
The characteristics L16 of the pump demanded flow rate
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are set such that only the necessary pump flow rate is
output to correspond to the operation signal. Therefore,
it is possible to exercise pump control non-wastefully with
good fuel economy. The characteristics L16 of the pump
demanded flow rate are set while it is assumed that the
engine speed is the maximum engine speed.
[0126] The engine speed gain computing section 22b
is a control table in which characteristics L11 of the gain
having the maximum of 1 in response to the target engine
speed are set, and calculates an engine speed gain corresponding to the target engine speed at the time from
the target engine speed, similarly to the engine speed
gain computing section 21b shown in Fig. 9. When the
target engine speed is lower than the maximum engine
speed, the engine speed gain computing section 22b
computes an engine speed gain in response to the target
engine speed at the time using the characteristics L11
of the gain. The multiplication section 22c multiplies this
engine speed gain by the pump demanded flow rate calculated by the demanded flow rate computing section
22a, thereby adjusting the pump demanded flow rate to
a flow rate in response to the target engine speed.
[0127] The target flow rate computing section 22d computes the pump flow rate that enables the present pump
target output power using the pump target output power
that is a computation result of the pump target output
power computing section 21 and the delivery pressure
(pump pressure) of the hydraulic pump 9 that is the signal
from the pump pressure sensor 9a. The actuator pressure that is the signal from one of the actuator pressure
sensors 9b may be used as an alternative to the pump
pressure. In this case, since the plurality of actuator pressure sensors 9b are present, the highest pressure among
the actuator pressures may be selected and used.
[0128] The minimum value selection section 22e selects a lower flow rate out of the demanded flow rate
based on the operating pressure and the pump flow rate
that enables the pump target output power, and determines the pump flow rate target value. With such a configuration, the pump flow rate is controlled such that the
pump flow rate is suppressed to be equal to or lower than
the flow rate that enables the pump target output power
while the necessary pump flow rate is delivered in response to the operating pressure, and that the output
power of the hydraulic pump 9 does not exceed the pump
target output power. It is thereby possible to control the
fuel consumption and the remaining charge amount. The
pump flow rate target value computed here corresponds
to the pump flow rate target value shown in Fig. 5.
[0129] The target displacement computing section 22f
computes a pump target displacement by dividing the
pump flow rate target value determined by the minimum
value selection section 22e by the target engine speed.
[0130] The flow rate limiting value computing section
22g is a control table in which characteristics L17 of a
pump flow rate limiting command value in response to
the pump target displacement are set, and calculates a
pump flow rate limiting command value corresponding
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to the pump target displacement at the time from the
pump target displacement. The characteristics L17 are
set in accordance with specifications of the hydraulic
pump 9.
[0131] The controller 13 controls the pump flow rate
by controlling the pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve
18b of the regulator 18 in such a manner that the pump
flow rate limiting command value is obtained.
[0132] Fig. 18 specifically shows part of the demanded
flow rate computing section 22a shown in Fig. 11. The
demanded flow rate computing section 22a has a boom
raising demanded flow rate computing section 22a1, a
swing demanded flow rate computing section 22a2, an
arm crowding demanded flow rate computing section
22a3, an arm dumping demanded flow rate computing
section 22a4, a bucket crowding demanded flow rate
computing section 22a5, a bucket dumping demanded
flow rate computing section 22a6, and a maximum value
selection section 22a7. In Fig. 18, a left-and-right-travelmotors demanded flow rate computing section, a boom
lowering demanded flow rate computing section, and a
preparation (attachment) demanded flow rate computing
section are not shown.
[0133] The boom raising demanded flow rate computing section 22a1 is a control table in which characteristics
L16a of a pump demanded flow rate in response to the
operating pressure for boom raising are set, and calculates a pump demanded flow rate corresponding to the
operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the
operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L16a of the pump demanded flow rate are set such
that the pump demanded flow rate becomes a maximum
pump flow rate in a region in which the operating pressure
is equal to or higher than a constant operating pressure.
[0134] The swing demanded flow rate computing section 22a2 is a control table in which characteristics L16b
of a pump demanded flow rate in response to the operating pressure for swing are set, and calculates a pump
demanded flow rate corresponding to the operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the operating
pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L16b of
the pump demanded flow rate are set such that the pump
demanded flow rate becomes a maximum pump flow rate
in a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or
higher than a constant operating pressure.
[0135] The arm crowding demanded flow rate computing section 22a3 is a control table in which characteristics
L16c of a pump demanded flow rate in response to the
operating pressure for arm crowding are set, and calculates a pump demanded flow rate corresponding to the
operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the
operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L16c of the pump demanded flow rate are set such
that the pump demanded flow rate becomes a maximum
pump flow rate in a region in which the operating pressure
is equal to or higher than a constant operating pressure.
[0136] The arm dumping demanded flow rate computing section 22a4 is a control table in which characteristics
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L16d of a pump demanded flow rate in response to the
operating pressure for arm dumping are set, and calculates a pump demanded flow rate corresponding to the
operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from the
operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L16d of the pump demanded flow rate are set such
that the pump demanded flow rate becomes a maximum
pump flow rate in a region in which the operating pressure
is equal to or higher than a constant operating pressure.
[0137] The bucket crowding demanded flow rate computing section 22a5 is a control table in which characteristics L16e of a pump demanded flow rate in response
to the operating pressure for bucket crowding are set,
and calculates a pump demanded flow rate corresponding to the operating pressure (operation signal) at the
time from the operating pressure (operation signal). The
characteristics L16e of the pump demanded flow rate are
set such that the pump demanded flow rate becomes a
maximum pump flow rate in a region in which the operating pressure is equal to or higher than a constant operating pressure.
[0138] The bucket dumping demanded flow rate computing section 22a6 is a control table in which characteristics L16f of a pump demanded flow rate in response to
the operating pressure for bucket dumping are set, and
calculates a pump demanded flow rate corresponding to
the operating pressure (operation signal) at the time from
the operating pressure (operation signal). The characteristics L16f of the pump demanded flow rate are set
such that the pump demanded flow rate becomes a maximum pump flow rate in a region in which the operating
pressure is equal to or higher than a constant operating
pressure.
[0139] The characteristics L16a to L16f of the pump
demanded flow rate are set such that only the necessary
pump flow rate is output to correspond to the operation
signal. Therefore, it is possible to exercise pump control
non-wastefully with good fuel economy. These characteristics a to L16f of the pump demanded flow rate are
set while it is assumed that the engine speed is the maximum engine speed.
[0140] The maximum value selection section 22a7 selects the maximum value of the pump demanded flow
rates computed by the demanded flow rate computing
sections 22a1 to 22a6 to compute the pump demanded
flow rate. The selected pump demanded flow rate as the
maximum value is given to the multiplication section 22c
of Fig. 11.
∼Pump horsepower limiting command value computing
section 23[0141] Fig. 12 shows contents of control by the pump
horsepower limiting command value computing section
23 according to the first embodiment of the present invention.
[0142] In Fig. 12, the pump horsepower limiting command value computing section 23 has a target displace-
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ment computing section 23a, a target torque computing
section 23b, a pump pressure computing section 23c, a
pump pressure computing section 23d, a subtraction section 23e, a limiter 23f, and a horsepower limiting value
computing section 23g.
[0143] The target displacement computing section 23a
computes the pump target displacement by dividing the
pump flow rate target value calculated by the pump flow
rate limiting command value computing section 22 by the
target engine speed, similarly to the target displacement
computing section 22f.
[0144] The target torque computing section 23b calculates a pump target torque by dividing the pump target
output power calculated by the pump target output power
computing section 21 by the target engine speed.
[0145] The pump pressure computing section 23c is a
control table in which characteristics L18 of a pump pressure that is responsive to the pump target displacement
calculated by the target displacement computing section
23a and that enables a maximum torque at the target
displacement are set, and calculates a pump pressure
S6 that enables the maximum at the pump target displacement at the time from the pump target displacement. The characteristics L18 are set in accordance with
the specifications of the hydraulic pump 9.
[0146] The pump pressure computing section 23d calculates a pump pressure S7 that enables the target
torque at a present target displacement by dividing the
pump target torque calculated by the target torque computing section 23b by the pump target displacement calculated by the target displacement computing section
23a.
[0147] The subtraction section 23e subtracts the pump
pressure S7 from the pump pressure S6 to compute a
pump flow rate characteristic correction value. This computation result (pump flow rate characteristic correction
value) often becomes a negative value. Since only the
flow rate characteristic correction value having a positive
value is used as the characteristics of the hydraulic pump
9, the computation result is set to have a value equal to
or higher than 0 by the limiter 23f. The pump flow rate
characteristic correction value computed here corresponds to the pump flow rate characteristic correction
value of Fig. 4.
[0148] The horsepower limiting value computing section 23g is a control table in which characteristics L19 of
a pump horsepower limiting command value in response
to the pump flow rate characteristic correction value are
set, and computes a pump horsepower limiting command
value corresponding to the pump flow rate characteristic
correction value at the time from the pump flow rate characteristic correction value. The characteristics L19 are
similarly set in accordance with the specifications of the
hydraulic pump 9.
[0149] The controller 13 controls the pump horsepower
control valve 52 by controlling the pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve 18a of the regulator 18 in such a
manner that the pump horsepower limiting command val-
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ue is obtained, and controls the absorption horsepower
(pump horsepower) of the hydraulic pump 9.
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-Effects of combined use of pump flow rate limiting command value computing section 22 and pump horsepower
limiting command value computing section 23∼
[0150] Fig. 13 is an explanatory diagram of effects produced by combined use of the pump flow rate limiting
command value computing section 22 and the pump
horsepower limiting command value computing section
23.
[0151] If it is necessary to control only the output power
(absorption horsepower) of the hydraulic pump, only
pump flow rate control by the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section 22 can be used.
[0152] By the combined use of the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section 22 and the pump
horsepower limiting command value computing section
23, the flow rate characteristics of the hydraulic pump 9
make a parallel translation by as much as the pump flow
rate characteristic correction value, as shown in Fig. 4.
When the pump flow rate characteristic correction value
is determined as determined in computation by the pump
horsepower limiting command value computing section
23, a pump operating point is denoted by, for example,
Z of Fig. 13.
[0153] The flow rate characteristics of the hydraulic
pump 9 are controlled in such a manner as to be tangent
to the pump operating point Z by the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section (pump flow rate
limiting command value) using the pump flow rate characteristic correction value computed by the pump horsepower limiting command value computing section 23. In
other words, the pump horsepower control valve 52 is
controlled such that the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic
pump 9 limited by the pump horsepower control valve 52
matches the pump flow rate target value computed by
the pump flow rate limiting command value computing
section 22.
[0154] Generally, pump horsepower limiting is designed to increase or reduce a pump flow rate with high
responsiveness to a pump pressure fluctuation. Owing
to this, when a pump pressure fluctuates during operation
such as time of starting an actuator, pump characteristics
by pump horsepower limiting are set to be matched with
the operating point Z by the pump flow rate control. It is
thereby possible to stabilize the pump flow rate with high
responsiveness to a sudden pump pressure fluctuation,
cause the pressure fluctuation to converge more quickly,
and suppress hunting and unnecessary powering assist
of a generator motor.
∼Effects of first embodiment∼
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[0155] One typical work with the hydraulic excavator
is excavation/loading work for excavating a ground and
loading gravel and soil into a dump truck. An operating
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cycle of excavation, swing/boom raising, discharge of
gravel and sand, return to swing, excavation, ... is repeated in this work. When attention is paid to the excavation
and the swing/boom raising, these operations are heavy
load operations that require assist from the generator
motor with electric power supplied from the electric storage device 12a. Furthermore, the swing/boom raising is
normally higher than the excavation in demanded pump
output power.
[0156] In Patent Document 1, when the remaining
charge amount falls, the upper limiting value of the pump
output power is limited irrespectively of the content of
work. Owing to this, when output power after limitation
is compared with that before limitation, the limiting (reduction) amount of the output power for the swing/boom
raising is larger than that for the excavation. In other
words, the ratio of the speed reduction during limitation
to that during non-limitation for the swing/boom raising
is higher than that for the excavation. This difference in
speed reduction ratio possibly causes the operator engaged in a series of work to feel discomfort in operation
and thereby feel an unnecessary stress.
[0157] The present embodiment solves the above
problem as follows.
[0158] When the operator operates the operation lever
of the arm operation device in the arm crowding direction
and operates the operation lever of the bucket operation
device in the bucket crowding direction for conducting
excavation, the operating pressure for the arm crowding
and the operating pressure for the bucket crowding are
generated. In addition, the arm crowding demanded flow
rate computing section 22a3 and the bucket crowding
demanded flow rate computing section 22a5 shown in
Fig. 18 compute the pump demanded flow rates corresponding to the respective operating pressures. The
maximum value selection section 22a7 selects the maximum value, this maximum pump demanded flow rate is
multiplied by the engine speed gain, and the demanded
flow rate based on the operating pressure is computed.
[0159] On the other hand, when the state of charge of
the electric storage device 12a is lower than the threshold
(40%), the division section 21j shown in Fig. 9 computes
the limiting ratio S4 in response to the degree of reduction
of the state of charge of the electric storage device 12a.
In addition, the multiplication section 21k multiplies the
pump demanded power S3 computed by the pump demanded power computing section 21a and the multiplication section 21g by the limiting ratio S4, thereby computing the pump demanded power limited in response to
the degree of reduction of the state of charge of the electric storage device 12a.
[0160] The target flow rate computing section 22d
shown in Fig. 11 computes the pump flow rate corresponding to the limited pump demanded power. The minimum value selection section 22e selects the lower flow
rate out of the pump flow rate and the demanded flow
rate based on the operating pressure and computed by
the multiplication section 22c as the pump flow rate target
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value, and the pump flow rate limiting value is computed.
The pump flow rate limiting value is output as the solenoid
valve current command value (mA) from the controller
13 to the pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b, and
the pump flow rate control pressure introduced to the
pump flow control valve 53 of the regulator 18 is limited
to the pump flow rate limiting value. The pump flow rate
is thereby suppressed to be equal to or lower than the
flow rate that enables the pump target output power while
the hydraulic pump 9 delivers the necessary pump flow
rate in response to the operating pressure. In addition, it
is thereby possible to prevent the deterioration of the
electric storage device 12a due to overdischarge of the
electric storage device 12a and stalling of the engine 6
due to insufficient assist or disabled assist when the
charge amount of the electric storage device 12a falls.
[0161] The same thing is true for a case in which the
operator operates the operation lever of the boom operation device in the boom raising direction and operates
the operation lever of the swing operation device for conducting swing/boom raising. The boom raising demanded flow rate computing section 22a1 and the swing demanded flow rate computing section 22a2 shown in Fig.
18 compute the pump demanded flow rates corresponding to the respective operating pressures. In addition, the
maximum value selection section 22a7 selects the maximum value out of the pump demanded flow rates, this
maximum pump demanded flow rate is multiplied by the
engine speed gain, and the demanded flow rate based
on the operating pressure is computed.
[0162] Furthermore, the target flow rate computing
section 22d shown in Fig. 11 computes the pump flow
rate corresponding to the pump demanded power computed by the pump target output power computing section
21. The minimum value selection section 22e selects the
higher flow rate out of the pump flow rate and the demanded flow rate based on the operating pressure and
computed by the multiplication section 22c as the pump
flow rate target value, and the pump flow rate limiting
value is computed. The pump flow rate limiting value is
output as the solenoid valve current command value
(mA) from the controller 13 to the pump flow rate limiting
solenoid valve 18b, and the pump flow rate control pressure introduced to the pump flow control valve 53 of the
regulator 18 is limited in such a manner that the pump
flow rate control pressure does not exceed the pump flow
rate limiting value. The pump flow rate is thereby suppressed to be equal to or lower than the flow rate that
enables the pump target output power while the hydraulic
pump 9 delivers the necessary pump flow rate in response to the operating pressure. In addition, it is thereby
possible to prevent the deterioration of the electric storage device 12a due to overdischarge of the electric storage device 12a and stalling of the engine 6 due to insufficient assist or disabled assist when the charge amount
of the electric storage device 12a falls.
[0163] Moreover, in the present embodiment, during
excavation, the arm crowding demanded power comput-
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ing section 21a3 and the bucket crowding demanded
power computing section 21a4 of Fig. 17 compute the
pump demanded power S20c (maximum: 60 kW) corresponding to the operating pressure for the arm crowding
and the pump demanded power S20d (maximum: 40 kW)
corresponding to the operating pressure for the bucket
crowding, respectively. The minimum value selection
section 21a7 selects the higher operating pressure out
of the operating pressure for the arm crowding and the
operating pressure for the bucket crowding as the operating pressure for excavation. The excavation demanded
power computing section 21a8 calculates the pump demanded power S20f (maximum: 70 kW) corresponding
to the operating pressure for the excavation. The maximum value selection section 21a9 selects the maximum
pump demanded power among the pump demanded
power S20c, S20d, and S20f as the pump demanded
power S20.
[0164] The multiplication section 21g shown in Fig. 9
multiplies the pump demanded power S20 computed as
described above by the engine speed gain at the time to
compute the pump demanded power S3. The multiplication section 21k multiplies the pump demanded power
S3 by the limiting ratio S4 in response to the degree of
reduction of the state of charge of the electric storage
device 12a, thereby computing the pump demanded
power limited in response to the degree of reduction of
the state of charge of the electric storage device 12a.
This pump demanded power is transmitted to the target
flow rate computing section 22d of the pump flow rate
limiting command value computing section 22 shown in
Fig. 11, and the target flow rate computing section 22d
computes the pump flow rate corresponding to the pump
demanded power. The minimum value selection section
22e imposes limiting such that the demanded flow rate
based on the operating pressure and computed by the
multiplication section 22c does not exceed the pump flow
rate corresponding to the pump demanded power, thereby computing the pump flow rate limiting value. The pump
flow rate limiting value is output as the solenoid valve
current command value (mA) from the controller 13 to
the pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b, and the
pump flow rate control pressure introduced to the pump
flow control valve 53 of the regulator 18 is limited in such
a manner that the pump flow rate control pressure does
not exceed the pump flow rate limiting value, and the
pump flow rate is controlled.
[0165] Furthermore, the same thing is true for a case
of conducting swing/boom raising. The boom raising demanded power computing section 21a1 and the swing
demanded power computing section 21a2 of Fig. 17 compute the pump demanded power S20a (maximum: 75
kW) corresponding to the operating pressure for the
boom raising and the pump demanded power S20b
(maximum: 60 kW) corresponding to the operating pressure for the swing, respectively. The minimum value selection section 21a5 selects the higher operating pressure out of the operating pressure for the boom raising
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and the operating pressure for the swing as the operating
pressure for the swing/boom raising. The swing/boom
raising demanded power computing section 21a6 calculates the pump demanded power S20e (maximum: 90
kW) corresponding to the operating pressure for the
swing/boom raising. The maximum value selection section 21a9 selects the maximum pump demanded power
among the pump demanded power S20a, S20b, and
S20e as the pump demanded power S20. The minimum
value selection section 22e of the pump flow rate limiting
command value computing section 22 shown in Fig. 11
imposes limiting such that the demanded flow rate based
on the operating pressure and computed by the multiplication section 22c does not exceed the pump flow rate
corresponding to the pump demanded power, thereby
computing the pump flow rate limiting value. The pump
flow rate limiting value is output as the solenoid valve
current command value (mA) from the controller 13 to
the pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b, and the
pump flow rate control pressure introduced to the pump
flow control valve 53 of the regulator 18 is limited in such
a manner that the pump flow rate control pressure does
not exceed the pump flow rate limiting value and the
pump flow rate is controlled.
[0166] In this way, the present pump demanded power
S3 is computed on the basis of the operating pressure
that is the work related information for every operating
pressure or every type of work, the pump flow rate limiting
command value is computed on the basis of the pump
target output power S5 obtained by limiting the pump
demanded power S3 in response to the degree of reduction of the state of charge of the electric storage device
12a, and the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump 9
is controlled in such a manner that the output power of
the hydraulic pump 9 does not exceed the pump target
output power S5. As a result, during both the excavation
and the boom raising/swing, the output power of the hydraulic pump 9 is limited in response to the operating
pressure that is the work related information. It is, therefore, possible to reduce a speed while balance is kept as
a whole in a series of continuous cycle work, minimize
discomfort in operation when the speed falls, suppress
the operator from feeling discomfort in operation, and
ensure favorable operability.
[0167] In this way, according to the first embodiment
of the present invention, when the state of charge of the
electric storage device 12a is lower than the threshold
(40%), then the present pump demanded power S3 is
limited in response to the degree of reduction of the state
of charge of the electric storage device 12a to compute
the pump target output power, and the delivery flow rate
of the hydraulic pump 9 is controlled. It is thereby possible
to prevent deterioration of the electric storage device 12a
due to overdischarge of the electric storage device 12a
and stalling of the engine 6 due to insufficient assist or
disabled assist, and continuously conduct work when the
charge amount of the electric storage device 12a falls.
[0168] Furthermore, the present pump demanded
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power S3 is computed on the basis of the work related
information (operating pressure that is the operation signal in the example of the drawings), the pump flow rate
limiting command value is computed on the basis of the
pump target output power S5 obtained by limiting the
pump demanded power S3 in response to the degree of
reduction of the state of charge of the electric storage
device 12a, and the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic
pump 9 is controlled in such a manner that the output
power of the hydraulic pump 9 does not exceed the pump
target output power S5. The output power of the hydraulic
pump 9 is thereby limited in response to the work related
information. It is, therefore, possible to reduce the speed
while balance is kept as a whole in a series of continuous
cycle work, minimize discomfort in operation when the
speed falls, suppress the operator from feeling discomfort in operation, and ensure favorable operability.
[0169] Moreover, according to the first embodiment of
the present invention, the pump horsepower limiting command value computing section 23 is provided in the controller 13. The pump horsepower limiting command value
computing section 23 is configured to exercise control
over the pump horsepower control valve 52 such that the
delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump 9 limited by the
pump horsepower control valve 52 matches the pump
flow rate target value computed by the pump flow rate
limiting command value computing section 22. It is thereby possible to stabilize the pump flow rate with high responsiveness to a sudden pump pressure fluctuation,
cause the pressure fluctuation to converge more quickly,
and suppress hunting and unnecessary powering assist
from the generator motor.
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<Second Embodiment>
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[0170] A second embodiment of the present invention
will next be explained. The second embodiment is similar
to the first embodiment in main configuration. Different
parts from those of the first embodiment will be explained.
40

∼Pump target output power computing section 21∼
[0171] The first embodiment and the second embodiment of the present invention differ in contents of
processing of the pump target output power computing
section 21.
[0172] Fig. 14 shows contents of control by the pump
target output power computing section 21 according to
the second embodiment of the present invention.
[0173] In Fig. 14, the pump target output power computing section 21 has a minimum value selection section
21n, a subtraction section 21p, and an addition section
21q as well as the pump demanded power computing
section 21a, the engine speed gain computing section
21b, the pump output power limiting value computing
section 21c, the pump minimum power setting section
21d, the pump maximum power setting section 21e, the
pump reference power computing section 21f, the multi-
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plication section 21g, the subtraction section 21h, the
subtraction section 21i, the division section 21j, the multiplication section 21k, and the minimum value selection
section 21m shown in Fig. 9.
[0174] The minimum value selection section 21n selects a minimum value out of the before-limiting pump
target output power S3 and the pump minimum power S8.
[0175] The subtraction section 21p calculates a difference S23 between a computation result S9 of the minimum value selection section 21n and the before-limiting
pump target output power S3. The multiplication section
21k multiplies the difference S23 by the limiting ratio S4,
thereby computing a limited output power amount S10
in response to the limiting ratio S4 for the pump target
output power that exceeds the pump minimum power S8.
[0176] The addition section 21q adds the limited output
power amount S10 to the computation result S9, thereby
determining the after-limiting pump target output power
S5 corresponding to the vehicle body output power limiting value.
[0177] In this way, the pump target output power computing section 21 sets the pump minimum power S8 as
a pump output power limiting effective threshold. When
the state of charge of the electric storage device 12a is
lower than 40% that is the threshold, computation is performed in such a manner that an output power part equal
to or higher than the pump output power limiting effective
threshold S8 out of the pump target output power S3 is
limited in response to the degree of reduction of the state
of charge of the electric storage device 12a (limiting ratio
S4), thereby limiting the pump target output power S3
and determining the pump target output power S5.
[0178] Fig. 15 shows limiting on pump target output
power by the pump output power limiting ratio S4 based
on the vehicle body output power limiting value while the
horizontal axis represents the before-limiting pump target
output power S3 and the vertical axis represents the afterlimiting pump target output power S5.
[0179] When the before-limiting pump target output
power S3 is lower than the pump minimum power S8
(pump output power limiting effective threshold), the minimum value selection result S9 is equal to the beforelimiting pump target output power S3. Therefore, a difference between S9 and S3 is 0, and the after-limiting
pump target output power S5 is equal to the before-limiting pump target output power S3 without limiting the
pump target output power irrespective of the limiting ratio
S4.
[0180] When the limiting ratio S4 is 1, the pump target
output power is not limited; thus, the before-limiting pump
target output power is equal to the after-limiting pump
target output power. As the limiting ratio S4 is lower, the
after-limiting pump target output power becomes lower.
When the limiting ratio S4 is 0, the pump target output
power is equal to the pump minimum power S18 set in
L13.
[0181] The pump minimum power S8 is set to the value
corresponding to the output power that can be driven
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solely by the engine with the powering assist from the
generator motor regarded as 0. Therefore, when the
pump target output power is limited to the minimum power, it is possible to cause the vehicle body to operate
without reducing the charge rate of the electric storage
device 12a and minimize deterioration of operator’s operability.
[0182] The other parts are similar in configuration as
those according to the first embodiment.
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-Effects of second embodiment∼
[0183] The second embodiment of the present invention configured as described above can attain similar effects to those of the first embodiment.
[0184] Furthermore, according to the second embodiment of the present invention, only the output power corresponding to the output power that can be driven solely
by the engine and that requires the powering assist from
the generator motor 8b is limited in response to the
charge rate out of the pump target output power. Therefore, the output power is not limited in a low output power
region in which speed reduction is not desired or speed
reduction is unnecessary, so that it is possible to further
suppress the deterioration of the operator’s operability.
[0185] Furthermore, the pump target output power
computing section 21 computes the pump output power
limiting maximum value that is the pump maximum power
corresponding to the normal state in which the state of
charge of the electric storage device 12a is equal to or
higher than the threshold (40%), and the pump output
power limiting value that is the pump output power corresponding to the present state of charge of the electric
storage device 12a. In addition, the pump target output
power computing section 21 computes the present pump
demanded power as the value irrespective of the state
of charge of the electric storage device 12a. Further, the
pump target output power computing section 21 computes the ratio of the difference between the pump output
power limiting value S21 and the pump output power limiting effective threshold (pump minimum power S8) to
the difference between the pump output power limiting
maximum value (pump maximum power S22) and the
pump output power limiting effective threshold (pump
minimum power S8) as the limiting ratio S4 that denotes
the degree of reduction of the state of charge of the electric storage device 12a, and computes the pump target
output power by multiplying the difference between the
present pump demanded power and the pump output
power limiting effective threshold (pump minimum power
S8) by the limiting ratio S4.
[0186] By doing so, a limiting amount on the present
pump target output power can be determined by simple
calculation that does not require complicated computation. By limiting the pump output power in accordance
with the ratio of the reduction of a charging state of the
electric storage device 12a, it is possible to reduce the
speed while balance is kept as a whole irrespectively of
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operation, and minimize discomfort in operation when
the speed falls.
[0187] Furthermore, the pump target output power
computing section 21 computes the stationary output
power of the hydraulic pump 9 that can be driven solely
by the engine without the need of assist from the generator motor 8b as the pump output power limiting effective
threshold, computes the pump maximum output power
as the vehicle body obtained by the sum of the maximum
output power of the engine 6 and the assist maximum
output power of the generator motor 8b as the pump output power maximum value, and computes the pump maximum output power in the present state of charge of the
electric storage device 12a as the pump output power
limiting value.
[0188] By doing so, the output power limiting is not imposed on the pump target output power equal to or lower
than the stationary output power of the hydraulic pump
9 that can be driven solely by the engine. Therefore, it is
possible to minimize the output power limiting and minimize the deterioration of operator’s operability.
∼Others∼
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[0189]
1. In the embodiments, the pump demanded power
computing section 21a of the pump target output
power computing section 2 and the demanded flow
rate computing section 22a of the pump flow rate
limiting command value computing section 22 use
the operating pressure (operation signal) as the work
related information for computing the pump demanded power or the pump demanded flow rate. As an
alternative to the operating pressure or with the combined use with the operating pressure, information
such as the delivery pressure of the hydraulic pump
9, the driving pressure of one of the hydraulic actuators 3, or setting information on the type of work
may be used.
2. In the embodiments, the pump flow rate limiting
solenoid valve 18b is configured such that the pump
flow rate control pressure generated by the operating
pressure control valve 17 is limited. Alternatively, the
pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b may be
configured such that an original pressure of the pump
flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b is defined as the
pilot pressure of the pilot pump 16 and the pump flow
rate limiting pressure is generated on the basis of
the pilot pressure. With the configuration of the pump
flow rate limiting solenoid valve 18b such that the
pump flow rate control pressure generated by the
operating pressure control valve 17 is limited as in
the present embodiment, if a failure occurs to the
controller 13 or the pump flow rate limiting solenoid
valve 18b, the pump flow rate control pressure generated by the operating pressure control valve 17
can control the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic
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pump 9 and work can be continuously conducted,
that is, a fail-safe function can be implemented.
3. In the embodiments, the pump reference power
computing section 21f and the minimum value selection section 21m are provided in the pump target
output power computing section 21 to enable the
controller 13 to have an electronic horsepower computing function. However, since the regulator 18 includes the pump horsepower control valve 52, the
pump reference power computing section 21f and
the minimum value selection section 21m may be
omitted.
4. In the embodiments, the target flow rate computing
section 22d of the pump flow rate limiting command
value computing section 22 computes the pump flow
rate that serves as the present pump target output
power using the delivery pressure (pump pressure)
of the hydraulic pump 9. As an alternative to the
pump pressure, the actuator pressure that is the signal from one of the actuator pressure sensors 9b
may be used. In this case, since the plurality of actuator pressure sensors 9b are present, the highest
pressure among the actuator pressures may be selected and used.
5. While the output limiting in response to the reduction of the charge rate has been explained in the
embodiments, it is widely known that the deterioration of the lithium-ion battery 12a is also accelerated
by a status of use of the lithium-ion battery 12a. In
other words, when a high current is input to and output from the lithium-ion battery 12a in short time even
within a maximum current value, the deterioration is
accelerated. Therefore, if there is previous knowledge as to how much current input and output to/from
a lithium-ion battery accelerates the deterioration in
how many minutes, using the lithium-ion battery 12a
without exceeding the value makes it possible to prevent the deterioration. At this time, when the pump
target output power is limited in response to the status of use of the lithium-ion battery 12a as well as
the reduction of the charge rate, it is possible to suppress the operator from feeling discomfort in operation as much as possible while preventing the deterioration.
6. Moreover, while the embodiments have been explained with use of the lithium-ion battery 12a taken
by way of example, the electric storage device 12a
of the present invention is not limited to the lithiumion battery. A secondary battery (for example, a nickel-cadmium battery or a nickel-hydrogen battery) or
a capacitor having a capacity capable of supplying
necessary electric power may be adopted as the
electric storage device 12a. Furthermore, a booster
device such as a DC-DC converter may be installed
between this electric storage device 12a and the direct-current bus.
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Description of Reference Characters
[0190]
100: Lower travel structure
200: Upper swing structure
300: Front work implement
3a: Boom
3b: Arm
3c: Bucket
3d: Boom cylinder
3e: Arm cylinder
3f: Bucket cylinder
3g: Swing hydraulic motor
3h: Travel hydraulic motor
4a: Operation room
5: Display device
6: Engine
7: Engine control unit (ECU)
8a: First inverter
8b: Generator motor
9: Hydraulic pump
9a: Pump pressure sensor
10: Control valve
10a: Actuator pressure sensor
11a: Second inverter
11b: Swing electric motor
12a: Electric storage device 12a (lithium-ion battery)
12b: Battery control unit (BCU) (charge control system)
13: Machine controller
14: Engine control dial (EC dial)
15: Operation device
15a: Operation lever
15b: Operating pressure sensor
16: Pilot pump
17: Operating pressure control valve
18: Regulator
18a: Pump horsepower limiting solenoid valve
18b: Pump flow rate limiting solenoid valve
19: Pump control system
20: Vehicle body output power limiting value computing section
21: Pump target output power computing section
22: Pump flow rate limiting command value computing section
23: Pump horsepower limiting command value computing section
51: Pump actuator
52: Pump horsepower control valve
53: Pump flow control valve
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1.

A hybrid construction machine, comprising:
an engine;
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at least one generator motor;
an electric storage device that is charged when
the generator motor is caused to perform a power generation operation and that is discharged
when the generator motor is caused to perform
a powering operation;
an electric storage control system that computes
a state of charge of the electric storage device
and monitors the electric storage device;
a variable displacement hydraulic pump driven
by torques of the engine and the generator motor;
a plurality of hydraulic actuators driven by a hydraulic fluid delivered from the hydraulic pump;
a plurality of operation devices that output operation signals in response to operation
amounts for the plurality of hydraulic actuators
and instruct the hydraulic actuators to operate;
a controller that controls charge electric power
and discharge electric power of the generator
motor and a delivery flow rate and output power
of the hydraulic pump; and
a regulator that controls a displacement of the
hydraulic pump to control the delivery flow rate
of the hydraulic pump,
wherein
the controller includes a pump target output
power computing section that computes present
pump target output power of the hydraulic pump,
and a pump flow rate limiting command value
computing section that computes a pump flow
rate limiting command value for controlling the
delivery flow rate and the output power of the
hydraulic pump,
wherein
the pump target output power computing section
is configured to compute present pump demanded power of the hydraulic pump on the basis of work related information, limit the present
pump demanded power in response to a degree
of reduction of a state of charge of the electric
storage device acquired from the electric storage control system when the state of charge of
the electric storage device is lower than a preset
threshold, and compute the limited present
pump demanded power as the present pump
target output power, and
the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section is configured to compute the
pump flow rate limiting command value on the
basis of the present pump target output power
in such a manner that the output power of the
hydraulic pump does not exceed the pump target output power, and
wherein
the regulator controls the displacement of the
hydraulic pump and controls the delivery flow
rate of the hydraulic pump on the basis of the

40
pump flow rate limiting command value.

2.

The hybrid construction machine according to claim
1, wherein
the pump target output power computing section is
configured to set pump minimum power that is lower
limit pump output power for limiting pump demanded
power in response to the state of charge of the electric storage device as a pump output power limiting
effective threshold, and limit the pump target output
power by performing computation in such a manner
that an output power part equal to or higher than the
pump output power limiting effective threshold out
of the pump target output power is limited in response
to the degree of reduction of the state of charge of
the electric storage device when the state of charge
of the electric storage device is lower than the threshold.

3.

The hybrid construction machine according to claim
2, wherein
the pump target output power computing section is
configured to
compute a pump output power limiting maximum value that is pump maximum power corresponding to
a normal state in which the state of charge of the
electric storage device is equal to or higher than the
threshold, and a pump output power limiting value
that is pump output power corresponding to a
present state of charge of the electric storage device,
compute the present pump demanded power as a
value independent of the state of charge of the electric storage device,
furthermore, compute a ratio of a difference between
the pump output power limiting value and the pump
output power limiting effective threshold to a difference between the pump output power limiting maximum value and the pump output power limiting effective threshold as a limiting ratio that represents
the degree of reduction of the state of charge of the
electric storage device, and
compute the pump target output power by multiplying
a difference between the present pump demanded
power and the pump output power limiting effective
threshold by the limiting ratio.

4.

The hybrid construction machine according to claim
3, wherein
the pump target output power computing section is
configured to
compute stationary output power of the hydraulic
pump that can be driven solely by the engine without
need of assist from the generator motor, as the pump
output power limiting effective threshold,
compute pump maximum output power as a vehicle
body obtained by a sum of maximum output power
of the engine and assist maximum output power of
the generator motor, as the pump output power lim-
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puting section,
wherein
the pump flow rate limiting command value computing section is configured to compute a pump flow
rate target value on the basis of the plurality of operation signals and the pump target output power,
and compute the pump flow rate limiting command
value by converting the pump flow rate target value
into a target displacement of the hydraulic pump,
the controller further includes
a pump horsepower limiting command value computing section that computes a pump horsepower
limiting command value for controlling the pump
horsepower control valve in such a manner that the
delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump limited by
the pump horsepower control valve matches the
pump flow rate target value computed by the pump
flow rate limiting command value computing section.

iting maximum value, and
compute pump maximum output power in the
present state of charge of the electric storage device,
as the pump output power limiting value.
5

5.

The hybrid construction machine according to claim
3, further comprising
a vehicle body output power limiting value computing
section that computes a vehicle body output power
limiting value allowable by a vehicle body on the basis of maximum output power of the engine at a
present engine speed and maximum output power
of the generator motor in the present state of charge
of the electric storage device,
wherein
the pump target output power computing section is
configured to compute the pump output power limiting value on the basis of the vehicle body output
power limiting value.

10

15

20

6.

7.

The hybrid construction machine according to claim
1, further comprising
a plurality of operation signal sensors that detect the
operation signals of the plurality of operation devices,
wherein
the work related information comprises the plurality
of operation signals detected by the plurality of operation signal sensors, and
the pump target output power computing section include a plurality of control tables in which characteristics of a plurality of pump demanded power in response to the respective plurality of operation signals
are set, the characteristics having optimum maximum demanded power in response to types of driving and work of hydraulic actuators corresponding
to the plurality of operating pressures, and the pump
target output power computing section is configured
to compute the present pump demanded power on
the basis of the plurality of operation signals using
the plurality of control tables.
The hybrid construction machine according to claim
1, further comprising
a plurality of operation signal sensors that detect the
operation signals of the plurality of operation devices, wherein
the regulator includes
a pump horsepower control valve to which a delivery
pressure of the hydraulic pump is introduced, and
that limits the delivery flow rate of the hydraulic pump
in such a manner that absorption horsepower of the
hydraulic pump does not exceed reference maximum horsepower; and
a pump flow control valve that controls the delivery
flow rate of the hydraulic pump on the basis of the
pump flow rate limiting command value computed
by the pump flow rate limiting command value com-
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8.

The hybrid construction machine according to claim
1, further comprising
a vehicle body output power limiting value computing
section that computes a vehicle body output power
limiting value allowable by a vehicle body on the basis of maximum output power of the engine at a
present engine speed and maximum output power
of the generator motor in a present state of charge
of the electric storage device,
wherein
the pump target output power computing section is
configured to compute a pump output power limiting
value that is pump output power corresponding to
the present state of charge of the electric storage
device on the basis of the vehicle body output power
limiting value, perform computation in such a manner
that the present pump demanded power is limited in
response to the degree of reduction of the state of
charge of the electric storage device on the basis of
the pump output power limiting value, and compute
the present pump target output power.
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